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March 2nd, 2019

Dr. Eike LAUTERBACH
Nürnberger Strasse 22
D-04103 Leipzig

Mrs. Victoria LEE
High Commissioner of
human rights of the UN
OHCHR
Rue des Pâquis 52
CH-1201 Geneva
cc: To whom it may concern

The consequences of the contact breaking for Oliver with his mother
Dear Mrs. LEE,
Refering to my complaint of January 24, 2013 submitted to the High
Commissionner of the United Nations for brutal parental alienation of Oliver
from his mother, I did receive your last informal message on June 5, 2014.
Obviously the High Commissioner of human rights is not at all eager to implement
the human rights.
Below, I submit to you a report about the catastrophic consequences of your
inactivity. I invite you to comment:
The usual justiciary craziness in Germany
A child wants to go back to the mother, and is not allowed to do so. Decided this
way by German courts.
Human empathy among the collaborators of youth protection services and Justice
are nowadays practically inexistent any more.
The parents of alienated children are living in the wrong movy. They perceive it
as to be lived, among others the mother of the little Oliver (9). His father, Jan
WOHLGEMUTH, who has attempted several times to strangle the mother,
insulting her as a Russian bitch, had engaged himself towards the youth protection
service of Leipzig to continue to live here, since the child was still small and
breastfed. He exploited the opportunity. After having obtained the exclusive
custody of the little Oliver by the Judge Bernd WEIFENBACH, born on June 17,
1962 (District court Leipzig), he moved to his parents in Münnster. Here in
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Leipzig, he was supported by an assistant of the youth protection services.
Apparently the father was overcharged in his newly granted paternal role.
However, the mother, Mrs. Dr. Eike LAUTERBACH (42, qualified interpreter,
half Russian) continues to struggle, albeit not having left a lot of energy, nor hope.
The Judge Jan-Hendrik ZEIDLER, born on May 14, 1980 of the District court of
Münster is preventing the mother who is unable to travel to Münster since two
years the contact with her child. He refers to a wrong expertise established by
Lars-Uwe GARLEPP. The Judge Julia THÜNTE-WINKELMANN, born on
August 29, 1970 is ignoring several medical certificates concerning the mother,
among others thatone of the Lady professor at the University hospital of Leipzig.
This physician is attesting her disability to travel. And the Judge is
misunderstanding the fact that the heavely disabled mother cannot by any means
travel from Leipzig to Münster (1‘400 km for both ways), for just one hour of
surveyed contact. Meanwhile, the mother has become disable to work, and she
could not finance such a trip with her modest income from social assistance.
Nontheless, Oliver still wants to see his mother and said to the Lady Judge, that
he wished to speak with her either before or during Chrismas 2018. Once again,
mother and child were not allowed to see each other, since the mother cannot
travel, and surveyed phone conversations have yet to be organized (sic!). The
child abduction industry is working that way in Germany. Everybody wants to
make a living with the sufferings of others. She does not even have the right to
get pictures of the child. As a mother, she does not succeed to soften the hardhearted Lady Judge Julia THÜNTE-WINKELMANN, originating probably
from Western Germany. The mother is crying her longing after her son. But she
is not heared in Germany. Mother and child cannot find together, because the
Judges (Bernd WEIFENBACH, Julia THÜNTE-WINKELMANN, Hendrik
ZEIDLER …), the youth protection services (Mrs. RECKORDT in Münster, Mrs.
KRAUSE and DIETRICH from the child protection services in Leipzig), the
trustees (Mrs. SCHULTE-EVERSUM, Mrs. THORWARTH), grandparents
(Wolfgang and Sabine WOHLGEMUTH), the father (Jan WOHLGEMUTH) …
are opposing, earning comfortably their living.
Sincerely yours
Dr. Eike LAUTERBACH
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